
[April 3, 2015]

Me and my mother were at the Vons checkout when we spied a magazine with Bruce Jenner 
on the cover.  I like to learn a new thing every day.  Yesterday, I learned that the very thought 
of Bruce Jenner makes Mom ill: "I rooted SO HARD for him at the Olympics". 

She wasn't the only one.

July 11, 1995.  I was working at a Beverly Hills law office when Bruce and a very-pregnant 
Kris Jenner walked past my cubicle.  I learned from their lawyer that the 2nd Mrs. Jenner, 
professional girlfriend Linda Thompson, was busting Bruce's balls over support for their 
professional slacker sons, Brandon and Brody.  As they were leaving, I asked Bruce for his 
autograph, which I dated.  After daughter Kendall was born, I gave the lawyer some classical 
music CDs for her.  A few weeks later, Kris sent me a card "as" Kendall thanking me.

So much for my brush with fame.

I came across an interview Jenner gave after winning the 1976 Olympic decathlon in which he
admitted he enjoyed having sex before a track meet.  This wasn't some beta wondering if he 
was a woman trapped in a man's body.  This was a real guy who enjoyed doing real guy stuff,
like having sex before a track meet.  After 64 years of doing real guy stuff, like having sex 
before a track meet, Bruce has decided to find out how his 3 ex-wives, 3 daughters, and 3 ex-
step-daughters live.  Reports surfaced last year he had his Adam's apple shaved.  The New 
York Post reported last week he got breast implants.  Apparently, Kris was in denial, although 
Kendall's little sister Kylie confirmed that they will soon have another "Mom".  Meanwhile, 
Kris's daughter Khloé slammed actor Jamie Foxx for jokes he made about Bruce on the 
iHeartRadio Awards.  In light of all the plastic surgery Bruce has undergone, I suspect Kris 
(no stranger to nips and tucks herself) finally connected the dots.  And when he finally 
fessed-up, she gave him the boot.  Can anyone blame her?

When Chasity Bono decided she was a man trapped in a woman's body, there were no snide 
remarks about her "transition".  Indeed, she was hailed for her "bravery", even scoring a 
documentary deal from Oprah Winfrey.  I use the feminine because no amount of hormones 
or surgery will ever change the fact that "Chazz Bono" is a biological female.  So, while the 
Gaystapo and their media whores fall all over actor/model "Laverne Cox" (born Robert 
Leverne Cox) - whom like Tim Cook, the openly-gay CEO of Apple, insults people of faith by 
claiming that his identity is a "gift" from God - and the Amazon "comedy" "Transparent", 
about a man who decides he is a "she" - they trash Jenner.



"Chazz Bono", "Laverne Cox", and Tim Cook are deeply-troubled individuals advocating a 
lifestyle which promises nothing but misery and death.  Why is Bono worthy of support?  
What is her great accomplishment?  Being Sonny and Cher's kid?  No one knew Cox (the 
picture of sanity compared to his twin brother) existed until he donned high heels.  And were
it not for Steve Jobs, Cook would be the world's oldest pizza delivery boy.  Jenner is an 
Olympic champion.  Do these retards have any idea what you must do to earn the privilege of
being an Olympian, forget an Olympic champion?  Maybe they should ask diver Greg 
Louganis, whom the Gaystapo bullied for years until he finally came out.

As the Gaystapo and pals ridicule him, at least two people have Bruce's soon-to-be shapely 
backside.  Broden Giambrone of the Transgender Equality Network, and professional junkie 
Russell Brand both slammed the press coverage of Jenner as "dehumanizing".  With friends 
like these, he won't need enemies.

Bruce Jenner is a deeply-troubled man who demands the world accept him for what he is not 
because he cannot accept himself for what he is.  And no amount of treatments or butchery 
will ever make him a "her".  This freak show would be funny were it not so sad.

UPDATE: Jenner's interview with Diane Sawyer airs.  I didn't expect any objectivity and I 
wasn't disappointed.  However, I was shocked by how in the tank it was for the Alphabets, to 
the point where it confused transgender with transsexual.  It ignored the fact that Renée 
Richards, whom Sawyer said fought for "the right" to play tennis, now regrets getting a sex 
change and has advised others against it (BTW, Diane, playing pro sports is a privilege, NOT 
a "right").  It also ignored the fact that Johns Hopkins stopped performing "gender 
reassignment surgery" after it determined the suicide rate for those who underwent the 
procedure is 20 times higher than the "transgenders" who don't undergo the procedure.

But what really pissed me off was it featured Norman Spack.  Spack the Quack has conned 
dozens of parents into believing that their children are "transgender" when they are just being
children.  His program at Boston Children's uses suppressive hormonal therapy so that the 
child "becomes" the opposite gender; if all goes "well", the child will undergo "transitioning", 
which, if all goes "well", eventually leads to surgery.  And that's being charitable of the 
horrors this bastard has inflicted!

The children whom Sawyer said are "crying out for help" are suffering because our debased 
culture tells them one thing while billions of years of evolution tells them the exact opposite!  
And they are being denied the right to the help they need by the Mengele wannabes who 
claim to be their champion!  No wonder you didn't hear any of that. [April 24, 2015]



UPDATE: 2-part "Keeping Up with the Kardashians" special on Bruce's "transition" airs.  While 
Kris, Kendall, and Kylie say all the "right" things, one need only to watch the episodes to see 
how his selfishness has devastated them [May 17-18, 2015]

UPDATE: Jenner debuts as "Caitlyn Marie" in the July Vanity Fair [June 2, 2015]

UPDATE: "Caitlyn" is presented with the Arthur Ashe Courage Award at the ESPYs by soccer 
player Abby Wambach, who lives as a man and is "married" to a woman [July 15, 2015]

UPDATE: Jenner's freak show, sorry, 8-part series, "I Am Cait" debuts to generous reviews by 
the usual suspects (one exception was Slate, which dubbed it "terrible").  All the critics who 
reviewed the series call Jenner "she" and "her" [July 26, 2015]

UPDATE: Jenner receives a new birth certificate [September 25, 2015]

UPDATE: The Los Angeles County District Attorney's Office has declined to charge Jenner 
with vehicular manslaughter, citing insufficient evidence, in connection with a four-car 
accident on February 7th in which his Cadillac Escalade SUV rear-ended a Lexus, which then 
hit a Prius as Jenner continued down Pacific Coast Highway.  Kim Howe, driver of the Lexus, 
was killed when her car was pushed into on-coming traffic and hit head-on by a Hummer H2. 
The Sheriff's Department investigation found that Jenner was driving too fast on the rain-
slicked road, but Jessica Steindorff, driver of the Prius, was driving on a suspended license 
and Howe was driving without a license [September 30, 2015]

UPDATE: Glamour names Jenner one of its Women of the Year [November 3, 2015]

UPDATE: E! has renewed "I Am Cait" [October 22, 2015]

UPDATE: A civil suit for negligence is filed against Jenner by Peter Wolf-Millesi in connection
with the February 7th accident.  Wolf-Millesi was the driver of the Hummer H2 which hit the 
Lexus driven by Kim Howe, who was killed [December 4, 2015]

UPDATE: Jenner is named Barbara Walters's Most Fascinating Person of 2015 for being a 
"symbol of hope for the transgender community" [December 17, 2015]

UPDATE: Jenner posts a video on his Facebook using the women's restroom at the Trump 
International Hotel after presidential candidate Donald Trump expressed opposition to North
Carolina's law barring a person from using an opposite sex restroom.  Trump responded that 
Jenner could use any restroom at his properties [April 27, 2016]



UPDATE: Us reports Jenner will appear on the cover of an upcoming issue of Sports Illustrated
clad in just an American flag and "her" Olympic gold medal to celebrate the 40th anniversary 
of "her" winning the decathlon [May 4, 2016]

UPDATE: Jenner wears a jumpsuit on the Sports Illustrated cover [June 28, 2016]

UPDATE: Jenner releases his autobiography, The Secrets of My Life.  In it, he claimed he had 
suffered from gender dysphoria since childhood.  He states his male genitalia was surgically 
removed in January 2017 [April 25, 2017]


